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Understanding the mechanisms and interactions between chemical exposure and biology is
paramount in being able to make pragmatic decisions on safety. This shifts focus away from
traditional apical endpoint toxicology and leads to judgements based on sound mechanistic
understanding. Pathways-based approaches such as AOPs1 from upstream MIE’s2 form a framework
for developing new approaches to assessing risk from chemical exposure.

Within a multi-disciplinary approach which includes exposure science, mathematical modelling,
chemistry, informatics and toxicology, in vitro models need to represent human biology accurately
enough to produce meaningful mechanistic interactions. These interactions will allow the user to
interrogate multiple molecular pathways at the transcription and translational level.

The present study evaluates the effects of Doxorubicin treatment on a commercially available human
liver micro-tissue (MT) (Cyprotex UK) capable of providing biological mechanistic insights.
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A mechanistic safety assessment framework from 
in vitro human liver models treated with Doxorubicin

Cyprotex liver model treated with Doxorubicin (DOX)

• Several liver related pathways belonging to
xenobiotic metabolism, ROS production, bile
synthesis and secretion, fatty acid metabolism and
cellular stress were observed to be upregulated in
the liver microtissues at all timepoints compared to
dosing day 0 (data not shown).

• The longevity of microtissues allow the study of
effects (e.g. those induced by ROS) over longer time
periods giving mechanistic insights that could
otherwise be missed when using standard 2D
cultures or suspensions.

• This case study has demonstrated that a
combination of experimental data and informatics
approaches can help link MIE’s to pathways of
toxicological concern.

• The use of human relevant advanced cell models,
such as the liver microtissue described here,
coupled with gene and protein level data, can be
applied as part of a tiered approach to provide
mechanistic pathway level insights for chemical
safety assessment. Interrogating will enable
pathway networks to be constructed that help
predict the likely biological effect of chemical
interaction with target cells/tissue.

Conclusions
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Representation of the transport and metabolism of doxorubicin:
https://www.pharmgkb.org/pathway/PA165292177

Protein & gene interactions diagram: 
http://string-db.org/cgi/network.pl?taskId=xmh2bjwtl710

• Chemotherapy medicine used to treat
cancer

• Accumulates in the liver
• Reactive oxygen species (ROS) production

increased through metabolism
• ROS causes DNA damage, lipid

peroxidation and decreased glutathione
levels

• Typical human in vivo plasma
concentration for therapeutic doses
(60mg infusion) is approx. 0.9 µM

METHODS

Microtissue Formation
Human liver hepatocytes co-cultured with human non-
parenchymal cells were seeded into round bottom ultra-low
adhesion 96 well spheroid plates (Corning®) in hLiMT MT
media containing 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (total cell count
2000 cells). MTs were incubated at 37 °C, 5 % CO2 for 6 days
(after which the MT had formed) prior to treatment with
doxorubicin.

Cell Heath Parameters
Cells were loaded with the relevant dye for each cell health
marker at the end of the incubation period. The plate was
scanned using an automated confocal fluorescent cellular
imager, ArrayScan® XTI (Thermo Scientific Cellomics) at
37 °C, 5 % CO2.

Doxorubicin Treatment
Serial dilutions of doxorubicin were made in 0.5 % vehicle
(DMSO) in hLiMT MT media. Test compound at 8
concentrations in triplicate was then incubated for 14 days,
37 °C, 5 % CO2. MTs were dosed with 0.01, 1 and 1 µM DOX
(serum free) at day 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 days. Half of
the media volume is removed and replaced with fresh media
containing compound (volume in well – 200µl). 4h after
dosing at each timepoint MTs were removed for high content
screening analysis (up to Day 14) and RNA generation (up to
Day 6). 15 MTs were pooled per RNA sample.

Transcriptomics
54 human liver microtissue samples, of which 41 are treated
with doxorubicin at a low (0.01; 15 samples), medium (0.1; 14
samples) and high dose (1; 12 samples), with the remaining
13 being control samples. The samples were profiled using
Agilent SurePrint G3 microarrays, generating a total of 54
arrays.
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Significant changes observed
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Significant (1.3x filtered) gene level changes were observed across multiple groups of biological
pathways. Here, as an example, we focus on ADME expression as a key application area for liver
models in developing mechanistic understanding to a xenobiotic exposure.

23 genes identified as being the most important for liver metabolism3 were extracted from the
transcriptomics data set. CBR3 is involved in the metabolism of DOX to doxorubicinol resulting in
the downregulation of CYP21E and upregulation of UGT2B15. The upregulation of CBR3 was
observed in the wider dataset not shown here.
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ROS Effects of Doxorubicin Observed
Cell Health Parameters :
• Microtissue count
• Microtissue Size
• DNA Structure
• Mitochondrial Mass
• Mitochondrial 

Membrane Potential
• Oxidative stress
• Glutathione content 
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